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Paleoarchaic Surface Assemblages in the Great 
Salt Lake Desert, Northwestern Utah 
BROOKE S. ARKUSH, Dept. of Sociology and Anthropology, Weber State University, Ogden, UT 84408. 
BONNIE L. PITBLADO, Dept. of Natural and Environmental Sciences, Western State College, Gunnison, CO 81231. 

Recent cultural resource management surveys within the central Great Salt Lake Desert have resulted 
in documentation of a high number of Western Stemmed Tradition lithic scatters associated with the Gil
bert Shoreline of ancient Lake Bonneville. Obsidian and basalt are the predominant lithic materials at 
these sites, and X-ray fluorescence analysis of 22 obsidian tools fi-om 13 sites suggests that the Topaz 
Mountain and Brown's Bench sources provided the Paleoarchaic occupants of this region with much of 
their obsidian toolstone, whereas volcanic glass fi^om the Black Rock (west-central Utah) andMalad 
source areas was infrequently used. Trace element analysis of 22 glassy basalt implements from eight 
sites indicates the use of two unknown and presumably local basalt sources that may occur in the Sevier 
Desert south of the project area. Technological analysis of 64 projectile points from 22 sites revealed 
that approximately half of them were expediently mamifacturedfrom flake blanks (as opposed to bifacial 
blanks), a pattern that is atypical for Terminal Pleistocene/Early Holocene Great Basin lithic industries, 
mien combined with paleoenvironmental information, the geochemical and technological data suggest 
that marry of these sites were occtpiedby seasonally sedentary groups who focused much of their forag
ing efforts on marsh and shallow lake resources that occurred within the Gilbert Shoreline zone. 

T H E Gilbert Shoreline of the centi-al Great Salt 
Lake Desert dates between approximately 11,000 
and 10,000 years ago, and represents the Terminal 
Pleistocene/Early Holocene stand of Lake Bonne
ville (Currey et al. 1984; Benson et al. 1990). This 
article reports on various Paleoarchaic (ca. 11,000 
to 7,500 B.P.) (Willigand Aikens 1988) lithic scat
ters located within the Gilbert Shoreline zone, and 
focuses on geochemical sourcing data and lithic 
technology associated with various chipped stone 
tools recovered from these sites. All of the archae
ological sites discussed herein are situated within 
the greater WUdcat Mountain area, which is located 
on the Wendover Air Force Range (WAFR) of the 
U. S. Air Force Utah Test and Training Range 
(UTTR) (Fig. 1). The range encompasses more 
than 571,000 acres, and is one of three range com
plexes that comprise the UTTR (which occupies a 
total area of approximately 952,000 acres). The 
southern border of the WAFR abuts the northern 
border of the U. S. Army Dugway Proving Ground, 
and because public access to these extensive mili

tary complexes has been restricted for some 50 
years, much of the central and southem Great Sah 
Lake Desert contains numerous pristine archaeo
logical sites, including caves, rockshelters, and ex
tensive open-air camps (Schmitt et al. 1994; Car-
ambelas and Josephson 1996; Arkush 1997,1998). 

The primary purpose of this article is to present 
new data regarding igneous toolstone use patterns 
and lithic reduction/production practices as evi
denced by a recently recovered sample of Great 
Basin Stemmed projectile points, in order to im
prove our understanding of the basic Terminal 
Pleistocene/Early Holocene settlement systems as
sociated with the central Great Salt Lake Desert. 
Great Basin Paleoarchaic settlement and subsis
tence practices, as well as temporal affiliations of 
different stemmed point styles, are poorly under
stood. For the most part, this situation results from 
a dearth of excavated cultural deposits and a poor
ly defmed projectile point tradition. 

FoUowing the example of Beck and Jones (1997: 
163), we use the term "Paleoarchaic" to refer to 
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Fig. 1. Map of the general Great Salt Lake Desert region, showing locations of the three 
UTTR properties, the Wildcat Mountain area, and Dugway Proving Ground. 

human groups who occupied the Great Basin dur
ing Terminal Pleistocene and Early Holocene times 
(ca. 11,500 to 7,500 B.P.), and whose primary ear
ly weapon system consisted of thmsting spears 
commonly tipped with Westem Stemmed style 

projectile points. In the eastem Great Basin, this 
four-millennia-long cultural tradition coincides 
with two main time periods, the Boimeville Period 
(11,000 to 9,500 B.P.) and the Wendover Period 
(9,500 to 6,000 B.P.) (Aikens and Madsen 1986). 
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The stemmed lanceolate point was the dominant 
projectile form associated with the Bonneville Peri
od, whereas large side-notched points and contract
ing or expanding stem specimens with bifurcated 
bases (i.e., Pinto series) became increasingly com
mon after about 9,500 B.P., as projectile technolo
gies began to emphasize use of the atlatl and com
posite dart. 

MODERN ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 

Much of the central Great Salt Lake Desert 
consists of extensive areas of sih, mud, and sand. 
Virtually the entire playa area is saturated with wa
ter to (or nearly to) the surface (Stokes 1986:255). 
Wildcat Mountain and adjacent Kittycat Mountain 
(Fig. 2) are the only prominent bedrock outcrops 
within the study area, and both consist primarily of 
Lower Permian and Upper Pennsylvanian calcare
ous sandstone, quartzite, limestone, and dolomite 
(Hintze 1974; Moore and Sorensen 1979). 

Most of the native vegetation encountered with
in the lower elevations of the project area corre
spond to the Shadscale Zone (Cronquist et al. 1972: 
114-122) of the Great Basin Desert scrub plant 
community. Member species of this vegetative zone 
found within the greater Gilbert Shoreline area in
clude iodine bush or pickleweed (Allenrolfea occi-
dentalis), halogeton (Halogeton glomeratus), black 
greasewood (Sarcobatus vermiculatus), shadscale 
(Atriplex confertifolia), desert saltgrass (Distichlis 
spicata), Indian ricegrass (Oryzopsis hymenoides), 
budsage (Artemisia spinescens), and rabbitbrush 
(Chrysothamnus sp.). 

THE WESTERN STEMMED TRADITION 

During the past decade, the term "Westem 
Stemmed Tradition" (Willig and Aikens 1988) has 
been used to describe Terminal Pleistocene/Early 
Holocene archaeological complexes in the far west 
characterized by large stemmed and lanceolate pro
jectile points (e.g.. Beck and Jones 1990a; Haynes 
1996). As noted by Willig and Aikens (1988:4-5), 
this term was adapted from the concept of a wide
spread stemmed point tradition in which projectile 

points were hafted into socketed shafts. The latter 
term was first proposed by Lay ton (1970) in refer
ring to various early projectile point styles found 
throughout much of the Intermountain West, and 
subsequently was reinforced by Btyan (1980) in his 
comprehensive review of early stemmed points in 
westem North America. In many respects, the 
Westem Stemmed Tradition is synonymous with 
the Westem Pluvial Lakes Tradition (Bedwell 
1973; Hester 1973), although the latter term em
phasizes an adaptive strategy focused on paleolake 
ecosystems and downplays the importance of other 
environmental settings that were occupied by Great 
Basin Paleoarchaic populations. Although the con
cept of the Westem Pluvial Lakes Tradition cer
tainly applies to the Terminal Pleistocene/Early Ho
locene archaeological record of the Wildcat Moun
tain area, all sites described herein are subsumed 
under the more inclusive Western Stemmed Tradi
tion to avoid ignoring the various nonlacustrine set
tings that these people incorporated into their settle
ment systems. 

Willig and Aikens (1988:10, Table 3) were 
among the first researchers to compile a number of 
radiocarbon dates associated with subsurface cul
tural deposits containing well-defined stemmed and 
shouldered projectile points. Their tabulation indi
cated that the Westem Stemmed Tradition spaimed 
some 3,500 years, beginning by at least 11,000 
RCYBP and ending around 7,500 RCYBP, with 
many projectile points dating between approxi
mately 11,000 and 10,000 RCYBP. More recent-
ty. Beck and Jones (1997:195-196, Tables II and 
III) presented radiocarbon data for various Western 
Stemmed con^nents from across the Great Basin, 
with dates ranging between 11,200 and 7,100 
RCYBP, thereby extending the known temporal 
range of Westem Stemmed assemblages to slightly 
over 4,000 years. These dates also suggest that 
stemmed points occurred earliest in the northern 
and eastem Great Basin (11,200 RCYBP and 
11,140 RCYBP, respectively) and latest in the Mo-
jave Desert (ca. 9,100 RCYBP) (Beck and Jones 
1997:196, Table II). 
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Fig. 2. Map of the greater Wildcat Mountain area, showing locations of the Gilbert Shoreline and associated 
Great Basin Stemmed point sites. 

Within the Great Basin, most projectile point 
styles associated with the Westem Stemmed Tradi
tion are classified within the Great Basin Stemmed 
series (Tuohy and Layton 1977; Layton 1979), and 
include such types as Silver Lake and Lake Mohave 
(Amsden 1937), Haskett (Butler 1965), Cougar 
Mountain (Layton 1970), and Parman (Layton 
1970). Morphological differences between many of 
these types are quite subtle, and may reflect exten
sive curation and resharpening (Beck and Jones 
1990a:243), as well as fimctional and/or temporal 
variability (e.g.. Beck and Jones 1993). 

Sites containing Great Basin Stemmed series 
points occur in a variety of environmental settings, 
including on or near Pleistocene lakeshores and ter
races, as well as riverine and upland settings (Lay-
ton 1970, 1972; Bryan 1979; Beck and Jones 
1990b; Basgall 1993; Hall 1993; Basgall and Hall 
1994). Although a number of Westem Stemmed 

Tradition sites and components has been document
ed thus far in the Great Basin, most are open-air 
lithic scatters lacking subsurface cultural deposits 
and associated radiocarbon dates. Therefore, the 
question of initial human occupation of the Basin, 
along with questions regarding Paleoarchaic subsis
tence systems and microenvironmental settings, 
represent major research topics for the Westem 
Stemmed Tradition. 

STEMMED POINT SITES IN THE 
EASTERN GREAT BASIN 

Prior to our work on the UTTR, the spatial distri
bution of most known Great Basin stemmed point 
sites in eastem Nevada and the Bonneville Basin re
flected a broadly dispersed settlement pattem in
volving single sites in a variety of environmental set
tings, as opposed to relatively dense occurrences of 
multiple sites associated with ancient lacustrine and 
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riparian habitats. One of the more notable excep
tions to this scattered distributional pattem was doc
umented by Beck and Jones (1988,1990a, 1990b) in 
the Butte Valley of eastem Nevada, where they re
corded a number of Terminal Pleistocene/Early Ho
locene sites associated v^th ancient Lake Gale. Ad
ditionally, a cluster of surface and subsurface Ter
minal Pleistocene/Early Holocene cultural deposits 
is also evident at Sunshine Wash in southem Long 
VaUey, eastem Nevada (Hutchinson 1988; Jones et 
al. 1996). Paleoarchaic occupation of the Sunshine 
Locality is inimarily associated with the final stands 
of Pleistocene Lake Hubbs, which occupied large 
portions of Long Valley at various intervals during 
the Late Pleistocene (Mifflin and Wheat 1979). 

In the eastem Great Basin, some of the earliest 
known examples of stemmed projectile points de
rive from sheltered sites such as Smith Creek Cave 
(Harrington 1934; Bryan 1979, 1988) and Deer 
Creek Cave (Shutler and Shutler 1963) in eastem 
Nevada, and Danger Cave (Jennings 1957) and 
Hogup Cave (Aikens 1970) in westem Utah. More 
recently, several open sites in the Bonneville Basin 
have yielded stemmed projectile points. These in
clude 42MD300 in the Sevier Desert (Simms and 
Lindsay 1989), 42B0538 in the southem Curlew 
Valley (Russell 1993), and three sites (42T0385, 
42T0394 [Zier 1984], and 42T0798 [Schmitt et 
al. 1994]) on Dugway Proving Ground. 

All four of the above-mentioned cave sites, along 
with42MD300, have yielded radiocarbon dates as
sociated with stemmed point components, resulting 
in a temporal range of about 11,150 to 7,800 
RCYBP for the Paleoarchaic lifeway in the eastem 
Great Basin (e.g.. Beck and Jones 1997:192-193, 
Table II). Radiocarbon dates from recent excava
tions at Danger Cave (Madsen and Rhode 1990) 
comprise an important contribution to the corpus of 
Terminal Pleistocene/Early Holocene archaeologi
cal dates for this region, and when combined with 
the previous work conducted there by Jennings 
(1957), this site currently has one of the best-dated 
stratigraphic sequences in the entire Great Basin 
(Beck and Jones 1997:193). 

TERMINAL LAKE BONNEVILLE 
SHORELINES AND ENVIRONMENTS 

During the last three decades, numerous investi
gators have studied the Lake Bonneville system and 
its Terminal Pleistocene Provo and Gilbert levels 
(e.g., Currey et al. 1983,1984; Benson and Thomp
son 1987; Benson etal. 1990; Currey 1990; Thomp
son et al. 1990; Oviatt et al. 1992; Oviatt 1997). 
Following the Boimeville Flood at approximately 
14,500 RCYBP, the lake fell some 350 ft. in eleva
tion (from 5,090 to 4,740 ft. asl), where it stabilized 
to form the Provo Shoreline dating between ca. 
14,500 and 13,500 RCYBP (Currey et al. 1984: 
Table 1). The Provo Shoreline was formed by a rela
tively freshwater lake with a surface area of some 
14,400 mi.̂  Between about 13,000 and 12,000 
RCYBP, the Bonneville Basin may have contained 
a succession of relatively low and saline lakestands, 
as indicated by extensive pre-Gilbert red beds con
taining desiccation cracks and desert pavement 
(Currey et al. 1988), and by relatively deep mirabi-
lite deposits (Benson et al. 1990). 

Fromai^roximately 12,000 to 11,000 RCYBP, 
the northem Bonneville Basin supported a series of 
shaUow pre-Gilbert transgressive phase lakes (Ben
son et al. 1992), and fishes that were present during 
the BonneviUe and Provo stands apparently popu
lated the lake at this time. A Terminal Pleistocene 
ichthyofaunal assemblage consisting of some 13,500 
specimens and dating between ca. 11,400 and 
10,100 RCYBP was recently recovered from the 
basal stratum (Stratum I) of a sample colunm at 
Homestead Cave, located in the northem Lakeside 
Mountains just west of the Great Sak Lake (Brough-
ton et al. 2000:Tables 1 and 2)). The Homestead 
Cave fish assemblage is represented by four families 
and 11 species, including Bonneville cisco (Prosopi-
um gemmifer), Bonneville whitefish (Prosopium 
spilonotus), cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki), 
Utah chub {Gila atraria), Utah sucker (Catostomus 
ardens), and Bear Lake sculpin (Cottus extenus). 

The nature of the Stratum I deposits at Home
stead Cave suggests that the fish remains were in-
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troduced to site sediments by scavenging owls, and 
most of these specimens probably resulted from a 
process involving a series of Terminal Pleistocene 
die-offe and recolonizations of the Lake Bonneville 
fish fauna (Broughton et al. 2000). At this time, 
the Homestead Cave fish remains comprise the 
only known Terminal Pleistocene-aged fish fauna 
from the Bonneville Basin, but it seems unlikely 
that a lakestand supposedly lower in elevation than 
the Gilbert level (e.g., Thompson et al. 1990; Ovi
att et al. 1992) would have consisted of fresh water 
and supported such a diverse fish population. 

The Gilbert phase of Lake Bonneville existed 
between approximately 11,000 and 10,000 RCYBP 
(pubUshed radiocarbon dates on wood and shell 
samples associated with the Gilbert Shoreline range 
from 11,050 to 10,000 RCYBP; see Benson et al. 
[1990:Table H]; Oviatt et al. [1992:Table I]), when 
it stood at about 4,250 ft. (1,290 m.) asl and had a 
surface area of approximately 6,600 mi.̂  (Currey 
et al. l984:Table 1). During this Terminal Pleisto
cene cycle, the lake rose relatively slowly, and 
reached its maximum height between 10,900 and 
10,300 RCYBP (Oviatt et al. 1992). Within the 
Great Salt Lake region, altitudes of the Gilbert 
Shoreline now range from about 4,240 ft. to 4,300 
ft., indicating that up to 60 ft. of differential isostat-
ic rebound occurred foUowing decline of the Gilbert 
level (Currey 1980:76). 

Of the four major lake levels associated with the 
post-28,000 RCYBP Bonneville cycle (Stansbury, 
Bonneville, Provo, and Gilbert), the Gilbert Shore
line is least conspicuous, and perhaps best repre
sented by the MUls Junction and Magna spits in the 
east-certral Great Sah Lake subbasin (Currey et al. 
1983). The Gilbert level of Lake Bonneville 
formed during the widespread cooling trend of the 
Younger Dryas iceberg-rafting event in the North 
Atlantic Ocean (Oviatt 1997). A post-Gilbert re
gression of the lake occurred between about 10,000 
and 9,500 RCYBP, when the Younger Dryas event 
terminated and the climate of the North Atlantic re
gion warmed abruptly (Oviatt 1997). 

At present, the paleoenvironmental record of the 

biotic communities associated with the Gilbert 
Shoreline is superficial. Published paleolake sedi
ment core data for the Bonneville Basin are meager, 
and lack information conceming the Gilbert stand. 
The radiocarbon chronology of a lake sediment core 
(Core C) recovered from the south-central portion 
of Great Salt Lake by Spencer et al. (1984) was re
vised by Thompson et al. (1990) using accelerator 
mass spectt-omehy (AMS) dating, and provided ad
ditional support for the proposition that several low-
level and highly saline stands of Lake Bonneville 
existed prior to the Gilbert episode. 

Unit ma from the upper part of Core C consisted 
of a light-colored mottled mud dating between 
12,300 and 12,000 RCYBP (Thompson et al. 1990: 
306), and the presence of brine shrimp throughout 
much of this sub-unit indicates that the lake waters 
were concentrated and saline at this time. Pollen 
from xeric desert scmb plant species such as grease-
wood and other chenopods increased markedly dur
ing this period, and corroborate the paleoenviron
mental interpretations of Currey et al. (1988) and 
Benson et al. (1990). The base of the stratigraphic 
unit immediately above Unit Illa (Unit II) is AMS 
dated at 10,000 RCYBP, and contains significant 
amounts of pollen from xeric desert scrub plants as 
weU as conifer pollen (which probably was derived 
from the nearby Wasatch Range [see Rhode and 
Madsen 1995:252]). Therefore, the critical 2000-
year-long Terminal Pleistocene pollen record asso
ciated with the Gilbert transgressive phase and Gil
bert phase is missing from Core C. 

The study conducted by Broughton et al. (2000) 
suggests that fishes were present in Lake Bon
neville during the Gilbert transgression from about 
11,000 to 10,400 RCYBP. Therefore, a variety of 
taxa probably were readily available to Paleoarcha
ic occupants of the study area prior to about 10,400 
RCYBP. In fact, the southeastem portion of termi
nal Lake Bonneville (which coincides with the gen
eral study area) may have supported one of the larg
est fish populations in the entire Great Sah Lake 
Desert portion of the lake during the Gilbert cycle 
due to influxes of fresh water from Old River, 
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which discharged northward from the Sevier Desert 
basin (Lake Gunnison) during the fmal regressive 
stages of Lake Bonneville (Currey et al. 1983:69-
70). Preliminary data from Old River suggest that 
the river flowed sluggishly between approximately 
11,000 and 9,500 RCYBP, and that an extensive 
marsh system existed in the delta area, some eight 
to ten miles south-southeast of the southem base of 
Wildcat Mountain (D. Madsen, personal communi
cation 1998). 

In view of the high density of Paleoarchaic sites 
on the westem side of Wildcat Mountain and 
around the periphery of the West Wildcat Dune 
Field (Fig. 2), it seems reasonable to infer that this 
area (just north-northwest of the Old River delta) 
supported a fairly lush marshland that was a focus 
of seasonal human foraging efforts. This same as
sessment was made by Carter (1999:20) based on 
his work in the West Wildcat Dune Field (TS-5 
Target Complex area), in which he suggested that 
"during the Gilbert Shoreline period of transgres
sion and early regression, the southem Great Salt 
Lake Desert basin would maintain standing water 
suitable for the development of paleomarshes— 
slightly saline wetlands and meadows wetted or 
dampened perennially by evaporative pumping of 
shallow groundwater." Hence, these marshy areas 
would have supported emo-gent vegetation, such as 
cattail and sedges, where water was freshest, and 
other species, such as buhoish and saltgrass, in 
areas characterized by higher salinity and less 
available moisture (Carter 1999:20). 

One of the more comprehensive vegetational 
records for the Terminal Pleistocene Bonneville Ba
sin has been reconstmcted by Rhode and Madsen 
(1995), and is based on plant remains recovered 
from 15 woodrat middens dating between 14,000 
and 9,000 RCYBP. Two of the woodrat midden 
samples were recovered from the Lead Mine Hills 
(BE 3a) and Leppy Hills (LO 3) in the greater 
Wendover area, and date to the first half of the Gil
bert episode (11,100 to 10,550 RCYBP). The BE 
3 a midden was dominated by xeric desert scrubs, 
such as sagebrush, shadscale, horsebrush, snake

weed, and rabbitbrush, with limber pine and pros
trate juniper being rare to uncommon elements of 
this midden. The LO 3 midden was dominated by 
limber pine needles and seeds, as well as the 
remains of sagebrash, snowberry, and greasebush 
(Rhode and Madsen 1995:251). 

The occurrence of both limber pine and fish re
mains in some of the Bonneville Basin woodrat 
midden samples led Rhode and Madsen (1995:253, 
255) to conclude that Terminal Pleistocene summer 
temperatures in the Wendover area were some six 
to seven degrees C. lower than those of today, and 
that a large, cold, and relatively freshwater lake oc
cupied the BonneviUe Basin between about 13,000 
and 11,300 RCYBP. As noted by Rhode and Mad
sen (1995:255), these findings conflict with those of 
Currey (1990), Thompson et al. (1990), and Oviatt 
et al. (1992), who maintained that Lake Boimeville 
feU to very low levels after about 13,000 RCYBP, 
and after 12,200 RCYBP, experienced a transgres
sive phase that cuhninated at the Gilbert level by 
about 10,500 RCYBP. Only new and compelling 
data wiU resolve this conflict, but at the very least, 
the Bonneville Basin woodrat middens and Home
stead Cave fishes necessitate a careful evaluation of 
traditionally held views conceming the post-Provo 
Lake Bonneville cycle. 

Cored sediments recovered from the Great Salt 
Lake subbasin indicate that during most of the Ho
locene, water levels have remained at altitudes al
most equal to the Great Salt Lake's historic average 
of just over 4,200 ft. asl (Benson et al. 1990). 
However, between approximately 9,600 and 9,000 
RCYBP, an early Holocene transgressive cycle 
cuhninated in a shoreline at about 4,235 ft. asl, a 
height roughly midway between the Gilbert level 
and the highest Late Holocene level of the Great 
Salt Lake (Madsen 2000; Murchison 1989). Sub
sequent oscUlations within the modem fluctuation 
range of the lake also occurred between 8,000 and 
7,000 RCYBP and again at about 5,900 RCYBP 
(Madsen 2000; Murchison 1989). Two peaks in 
the abundances of Utah chub within the Holocene 
deposits at Homestead Cave suggest that these fish 
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may have recolonized the Great Sah Lake during 
highstands at ca. 3,400 RCYBP and ca. 1,000 
RCYBP (Broughton et al. 2000). 

This brief discussion reflects the dynamic and 
complex hydrologic history of the Great Salt Lake 
Desert during Terminal Pleistocene/Early Holocene 
times. During the next several years, publication of 
recently acquired paleoenvironmental data should 
significantly improve our understanding of ancient 
lakestands and landscapes in the central Bonneville 
Basin. 

PROJECT BACKGROUND 

Most of the ancient aboriginal sites discussed in 
this article were documented during a long-term 
cultural resources inventory of the UTTR conduct
ed between 1991 and 1996. The ecologically strat
ified survey inspected 223,500 acres (23.5%) of the 
UTTR, resuking in the discovery of 185 archae
ological sites, 161 of which were prehistoric in age 
(Arkush 1997). The vast majority of significant, or 
potentially significant, archaeological sites docu
mented during the course of this project occur with
in eight proposed National Register districts, which 
include the Wildcat Mountain area, and the South 
Knolls and South Aragonite dune fields (Fig. 2). 

Of the seven distinct environmental zones that 
were sampled during the UTTR survey, the Gilbert 
Shoreline area comprised Zone 2, and on the WAFR 
consisted of sparsely vegetated playa and scattered 
stabilized dunes ranging between about 4,230 and 
4,260 ft. asl. On the WAFR, the Gilbert Shoreline 
zone comprised approximately 105,500 acres 
(18.47%) of the WAFR, and 60,470 acres (57.30%) 
of this zone were surveyed. A total of 33 lithic 
scatters containing either Great Basin Stemmed and/ 
or Pinto series projectile points was documented on 
the WAFR, and the vast majority of these sites occur 
within the Gilbert Shoreline zone (Fig. 2). A minor
ity of them occur on sandy flats near the bases of 
low, stabilized dunes (Zone 4) immediately above 
the Gilbert Shoreline zone, and none were docu
mented on playa surfaces below the Gilbert zone 
(Zone 1) (Arkush 1997). 

The most recent survey work to be conducted 
within the study area focused on a 9,500-acre parcel 
in the Gilbert Shoreline zone of the West Wildcat 
Dune Field, resuking in the recordation of 29 addi
tional Great Basin Stemmed sites (Fig. 2) (Carter 
1999). One of these sites (42TO1009) contained 
water-windrowed terrestrial gastropod shell that 
was AMS dated at 9,640 ± 60 RCYBP, equivalent 
to a two-sigma calibrated range between 10,975 and 
10,530 calendar years B.P. (Carter 1999:17-18). 
Althou^ the gastropod shell at 42TO1009 may not 
be affiliated with actual human occupation of this 
site, the dated sample represents an important addi
tion to the small suite of radiocarbon-assayed Gil
bert Shoreline deposks, and relates to the Gilbert 
transgression. The presence of so many Paleo
archaic sites in the Wildcat Mountain area suggests 
that Gilbert and post-Gilbert shallow lake and 
marsh environments in this locality were quke pro
ductive, and experienced intensive use and occupa
tion by some of the earliest human inhabitants of the 
Great Sak Lake Desert. 

STEMMED POINT SITES IN THE 
WILDCAT MOUNTAIN AREA 

Most Great Basin Stemmed sites documented 
within the greater Wildcat Mountain area are either 
medium- or large-sized lithic scatters, and probably 
represent seasonal encampments. Some of the larger 
sites—as well as somewhat smaller ones wkh rela
tively high artifact denskies—may have witnessed 
multiple occupations over the span of several centu
ries. For the most part, these sites occupy areas 
ranging from about 3,000 to 17,000 m.^ and con
tain chipped stone tools and debitage dominated by 
fine-grained basalt, with smaller quanthies of obsid
ian and microctystaUine silicates. Both formed arti
facts and flakes often exhibk extensive wind-scour
ing and patmation (Figs. 3-10), mdicating that they 
have been in exposed surface contexts for millennia. 

Both cores and cortical flakes, especially those 
of basalt, are almost entirely lacking at the Wildcat 
Mountain Paleoarchaic sites. This pattern is simi
lar to that documented ui Butte Valley by Beck and 
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Fig. 3. Examplesofartifects from site 42T0745: (a-
b) Great Basin Stemmed projectile points; (c) 
ovate biface. The specimen shown in Figure 
3b (Cat. No. 3-3^) is made of Brown's Bench 
obsidian. 

» 4 I 

e 

Sera. 
Fig. 4. Examples of artifacts from site 42T0747: (a, 

c) Great Basin Stonmed points; (b) distal pro
jectile point or bifece fragment; (d) crescent; 
(e) proximal bifece fragment. The specimen 
shown in Figure 4c (Cat. No. 3-5-7) derives 
from the Topaz Mountain source. 

Jones (1990c), and suggests that inkial basak core 
reduction typically took place at quarries as op
posed to residential sites. Available evidence indi
cates that most formed tools produced at the an
cient lakeside encampments within the study area 
were fashioned from flake blanks and bifacial cores 
(e.g., Kelly 1988). One of the larger Great Basin 
Stemmed sites in the Wildcat Mountam area is 
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Fig. 5. Examples of artifects from site 42T0748: (a-
b, d) Pinto points; (c) Great Basin Stemmed 
point or Pinto point preform; (e) Great Basin 
Stemmed point. The specimen shown in Fig
ure 5c (Cat. No. 3-6-2) is manufectured from 
the Topaz Mountain source. 

]5cin. 
Examples of artifacts from site 42TO909: (a-
c) Great Basin Stemmed points; (d) distal bi
face fragment; (e) Black Rock Concave Base 
point or basal-notched biface fragment. The 
specimois shown in Figures 6a (Cat. No. 9-3-
7) and 6c (Cat. No. 9-3-3) are made of Topaz 
Mountain obsidian, and the specunen in Fig
ure 6b (Cat. No. 9-3-2) is made of Brown's 
Bench obsidian. 

42TO909, which is situated at an elevation of 
4,255 ft. asl (Fig. 2), and occupies an area of ap
proximately 79,000 m.̂  This site contains a diverse 
basalt-dominated artifact assemblage, including 10 
bifaces, 15 Great Basin Stemmed points (Fig. 6a-
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Fig. 7. 
|5 cm. 

Examples of artifects from site 42T0911: (a, 
c) Great Basin Stemmed points; (b) medial 
early stage bifece fragment. The specimens 
shown in Figures 7a (Cat. No. 9-5-2) and 7c 
(Cat. No. 9-5-1) are made of Topaz Mountain 
obsidian. 

5 cm^^^ 
Fig. 9. Examplesofartifects from site42T0919: (a-

b) Great Basin Stemmed points; (c) Pinto 
point. All three specimens are made of glassy 
basak. 

Fig. 8. Examples of artifects from site 42T0918: (a-
b) Great Basin Stemmed points; (c) crescent; 
(d) medial/distal bifece or projectile point 
fragmoit; (e) possible drill. The specimen 
shown in Figure 8a (Cat. No. 9-9-3) derives 
fr(Mn Black Rock obsidian. 

c), 23 Pmto series pouits, over 1,200 pieces of 
debitage (most of which are basak biface thinning 
flakes), and several fragmentary projectile points, 
cores, and manos. 

Slightly over 15% (n = 5) of the Great Basin 
Stemmed point sites documented durmg the long-
tam UTTR study also contauied Pinto series pro
jectile points (Fig. 5), and Pinto points comprise the 

xamples ot artifects from site 42T0924: (a-
c) Great Basin Stemmed points. The speci
mens ̂ own in Figures 10a (Cat. No. 9-15-8) 
and 10c (Cat. No. 9-15-6) are made of Topaz 
Mountain obsidian, while 10b (Cat. No. 9-15-
7) derives from Brown's Bench. 

sole projectile point style represented at just over 
12% (n = 4) of sites within the Gilbert Shoreline 
zone near Wildcat Mountam. These data suggest 
that some of the Gilbert Shoreline zone sites in our 
sample postdate ca. 9,500 RCYBP, and were occu
pied during the Gilbert period lake regression or 
during a series of post-Gilbert period lake trans
gressions that peaked between 9,600 and 9,000 
RCYBP (Murchison 1989). It is important to note 
that m the eastem Great Basin, Westem Stemmed 
points co-occur wkh EUto and Pmto forms m Early 
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Holocene contexts at well-stratified archaeological 
deposks such as those at Danger (Jennmgs 1957) 
and Hogup (Aikens 1970) caves. This scenario re
flects the lengthy time span during which steiraned 
points were used, and mdicates that in the absence 
of solid chronometric and/or environmental con
trols, such artifacts can provide only very general 
temporal information. 

Ground stone implements are not commonly en
countered at most Great Basin Paleoarchaic sites 
(e.g., Grayson 1993:244-246), and in keeping with 
this pattern, a minority of the Wildcat Mountain 
stemmed point sites contained a few ground stone 
tools, typically consisting of crude manos and me-
tates. Carter (1999:172) observed a sunilar pattem 
on the proposed TS-5 Target Complex landform 
(the West Wildcat Dune Field; see Fig. 2), docu-
mentmg a total of six ground stone tools at five 
different sites contauiing Great Basui Stemmed 
points. As Grayson (1993:245) suggested, this 
pattem may resuk from the selective gathering of 
nonseed plants over hard seeds that would require 
milling, a scenario that makes sense in terms of op
timizing the plant resources that occur in Great Ba
sin marsh settmgs, such as bukush roots, cattail 
poUen, and various fleslty seeds. Although some of 
the metates associated with these ancient sites may 
have been used for milling plant foods, they may 
also have ftinctioned as anvils for bone processing 
tasks and various other nonfood-related activkies. 

LITHIC SOURCING AND TECHNOLOGY 

Geochemical Sourcii^ Data 

In order to gain a general understanding of the 
different igneous toolstone sources represented at 
the Wildcat Mountain Paleoarchaic sites (Table 1), 
a sample of 44 artifacts (consisting of 22 obsidian 
specunens from 13 sites and 22 basak specimens 
from eight sites) was subjected to X-ray fluores
cence analysis. This resulted m the identification 
of four known obsidian sources (Topaz Mountain, 
Brown's Bench, Malad, and Black Rock) (Fig. 11) 
and one or two unknown glassy basak sources 

(Hughes 1997a, 1997b). Of the sampled obsidian 
artifacts, the local Topaz Mountam source repre
sented 63.64% (n = 14) of the submitted assem
blage. Brown's Bench comprised 22.73% (n = 5), 
and single artifacts from Malad and Black Rock 
each represented 4.55%. One obsidian stemmed 
point whose source was not identified has a trace 
element composition similar to that of volcanic 
glass from Keg Mountain (R. E. Hughes, personal 
communication 1997), located along the southeast-
em margin of the Great Sak Lake Desert. Because 
the sites discussed herein are associated with the 
Gilbert Shoreline and contam tune-senskive projec
tile points dating to the Terminal Pleistocene/Early 
Holocene throughout the Great Basin (keeping in 
mind that our understanding of the absolute chron
ology of Great Basin Stemmed points is problemat
ic), h is relatively safe to assume that they were oc
cupied between approximately 11,000 and 8,000 
years ago. Hydration studies were not conducted 
with the geochemically sourced obsidian artifacts, 
primarily because this relative dating technique 
could not add chronological resolution to our data 
set. 

The percentage of Brown's Bench obsidian/ig-
nimbrke wkhin the source areas is virtually identi
cal to that of a sample of 115 Paleoarchaic tools 
from eight sites m Butte VaUey, Nevada (22.6%; n 
= 26) (Beck and Jones 1990c:289). Together, the 
Wildcat Mountain and Butte Valley assemblages 
indicate that igneous toolstone from the extensive 
Brown's Bench source area in northeastern Nevada 
and southwestem Idaho was utilized by eastem 
Great Basm native peoples for over 10,000 years. 
Not surprismgly. Topaz Mountam glass dommates 
the sourced obsidian tool assemblage for the Wild
cat Mountain study, and ks presence m this popula
tion indicates a lengthy quarrymg history similar to 
that of Brown's Bench. Topaz Mountam comprises 
the southeastem portion of the Thomas Range, and 
occurs some 80 km. south-southeast of Wildcat 
Mountain (Fig. 11). Obsidian from this source area 
commonly occurs at prehistoric sites m the southem 
Great Sak Lake Desert and Tule VaUey regions, in-
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Table 1 
IGNEOUS TOOLSTONE SOURCES REPRESENTED AT PALEOARCHAIC 

PERIOD SITES ALONG THE GILBERT SHORELINE 

Site No. Catalog No. Artifact Description Obsidian or Basalt Source 
42T0745 
42T0745 
42T0745 
42T0747 
42T0747 
42T0747 
42T0747 
42T0747 
42T0748 
42T0748 

42T0748 
42T0748 
42T0748 
42T0773 
42TO804 
42T0847 
42T0847 
42TO909 
42TO909 
42TO909 

42TO909 
42TO909 
42X0911 
42T0911 
42T0911 
42T0913 
42T09I8 
42T0918 
42T0918 
42T0918 
42T0918 
42T0918 
42T0919 
42T0919 
42T0919 
42T0924 
42T0924 
42T0924 
42T0924 
42T0924 
42T0924 
42T0925 
42T0925 
42T0926 

3-3-2 
3-3-3 
3-3-4 
3-5-2 
3-5-5 
3-5-7 
3-5-8 
3-5-11 
3-6-1 
3-6-2 

3-6-3 
3-6-6 
3-6-8 
4-7-1 
7-1-5 
8-6-4 
8-6-13 
9-3-2 
9-3-3 
9-3-4 

9-3-5 
9-3-7 
9-5-1 
9-5-2 
9-5-3 
9-6-2 
9-9-1 
9-9-3 
9-9-5 
9-9-8 
9-9-9 

9-9-10 
9-10-2 
9-10-3 
9-10-4 
9-15-2 
9-15-4 
9-15-6 
9-15-7 
9-15-8 
9-15-9 

9-16-10 
9-16-13 
9-17-4 

Parman point 
ovate bi&ce 
Parman point 

proximal bi&ce fragment 
crescent 

Lake Mohave point 
Parman point 

distal projectile point fragment 
Pinto Square-shouldered point 

Great Basin Stemmed or 
Pinto point preform 

Pinto Sloping-shouldered point 
Pinto Shoulderless point 

Haskett-like stemmed point 
Parman point 

Lake Mohave point 
Lake Mohave point 
Lake Mohave point 
Lake Mohave point 

Parman point 
large Pinto Shoulderless point 

or basal-notched bi&ce 

distal bi&ce fragment 
Parman point 

Haskett-like stenuned point 
Lake Mohave point 

medial early stage bi&ce fragment 
Lake Mohave point 
Lake Mohave point 
Lake Mohave point 

medial/distal bi&ce or point fragment 
crescent 

possible drill 
Lake Mohave point 

Pinto Shoulderless point 
Lake Mohave point 

Parman point 
uni&ce 

core 
Lake Mohave point 

Parman point 
Lake Mohave point 
Lake Mohave point 
Lake Mohave point 
Lake Mohave point 

Haskett-like stemmed point 

Unknown Basalt Source A 
Unknown Basalt Source B 

Brown's Bench, Idaho/Nevada 
Unknown Basalt Source B 
Unknown Basalt Source B 

Topaz Mountain, Utah 
Unknown Basalt Source A 
Unknown Basalt Source B 
Unknown Basalt Source B 

Topaz Mountain, Utah 

Unknown Basalt Source B 
Unknown Basalt Source B 
Unknown Basalt Source A 

Topaz Mountain, Utah 
Keg Mountain, Utah? 
Topaz Mountain, Utah 

Brown's Bench, Idaho/Nevada 
Brown's Bench, Idaho/Nevada 

Topaz Mountain, Utah 
Unknown Basalt Source B 

Unknown Basalt Source B 
Topaz Mountain, Utah 
Topaz Mountain, Utah 
Topaz Mountain, Utah 

Unknown Basalt Source B 
Brown's Bench, Idaho/Nevada 

Unknown Basalt Source B 
Black Rock, Utah 

Unknown Basalt Source B 
Unknown Basalt Source B 
Unknown Basalt Source B 

Topaz Mountain, Utah 
Unknown Basalt Source B 
Unknown Basalt Source B 
Unknown Basalt Source A 
Unknown Basalt Source A 
Unknown Basalt Source B 

Topaz Mountain, Utah 
Brown's Bench, Idaho/Nevada 

Topaz Mountain, Utah 
Topaz Mountain, Utah 

Malad, Idaho 
Topaz Mountain, Utah 
Topaz Mountain, Utah 
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Fig. 11. Map showing locations of the Brown's Bench, Malad, Topaz Mountain, and Black 
Rock obsidian source areas in relation to the Wildcat Mountain study area. 

eluding the Deep Creek, Trout Creek, Fish Sprmgs, 
Simpson Springs, Coyote Spring, and Tule Sprmg 
areas (Nelson and Hoknes 1979:Table VI). 

Trace element chemical attributes of the 22 ba

sak artifacts subjected to X-ray fluorescence analy
sis suggest that two source groups exist within this 
population. One group of samples (Unknown Ba
sak Source A) has strontium (Sr) values between 
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330 and 370 ppm with yttrium (Y) values between 
30 and 35 ppm, whereas another group (Unknown 
Basak Source B) contams much more Sr (600 to 
650 ppm) and less Y (10 to 15 ppm) (Hughes 
1997a). Wkhm this assemblage. Source B is dom-
uiant, comprising 77.27% (n = 17) of all speci
mens. Because relatively few archaeological inves
tigations have been conducted in nearby upland 
areas, the locations of local basak sources are un
known at this tune. It is possible that many of the 
glassy basak artifacts within the study area derive 
from as-yet undocumoited quarries in the Fumarole 
Butte and Pavant Butte areas of the Sevier Desert 
(D. Madsen, personal communication 1998), which 
occur 100 and 160 km. south-southeast of Wildcat 
Mountain, respectively. Both formations consist al
most entirely of Quatemary-aged basalts (Hintze 
1974), and may have flimished a good deal of basak 
toolstone to the Paleoarchaic groups who frequented 
the Gilbert Shoreline sites. 

Lithic Technology 

The following presents the results of a techno
logical analysis of a subsample of primarily Great 
Basin Stemmed projectile points recovered during 
the UTTR surveys. Sixty-four projectile points 
from 22 sites were examined, and an array of 
quantitative and qualitative observations was re
corded. Conclusions drawn on the basis of this 
analysis were resolved into two major themes. 
Fkst, this small collection of Paleoarchaic projec
tile points represents, at least in part, a lithic reduc
tion trajectory not often reported m the Great Basin 
or elsewhere for the Late Pleistocene/Early Holo
cene. Second, one variable above all others—raw 
material—appears to be responsible for observed 
variability within the sample. These two conclu
sions are discussed below, and the final discussion 
evaluates their possible relationship to larger issues 
of Paleoarchaic mobility and land use. 

A Holistic Loolcat tlie UTTR Projectile Point 
Assemblage. On the basis of overall morphology, 
all but one of the projectile pomts mcluded m this 
analysis can be typologically classified as Great 

Basin Stemmed (GBS) (Tuohy and Layton 1977). 
The two predominant GBS point types m the sam
ple are Lake Mohave and Silver Lake (Amsden 
1937) (e.g., Fig. 12a-b); however, many of the 
specimens defy conventional type assignments and 
are really only appropriately classified at the more 
encompassing GBS level (e.g., Fig. 12c). A single 
projectile point base is lanceolate in outline (Fig. 
12d). Like many of the stemmed artifacts, this pro
jectile point is very thick, was expediently manufac
tured, and fails to conform neatly to defined Great 
Basin Paleoarchaic point classes. The closest re
semblance is to the Black Rock Concave Base type 
(Clewlow 1968), but even this is a poor fit, given 
its thickness, random flaking pattern, lack of final 
pressure flaking, and indiscernible basal grinding 
(possibly a resuk of heavy patination). 

Two raw material types overwhehningly domi
nate the UTTR assemblage (Fig. 13), obsidian (n = 
38; 59.4%) and glassy basak (n = 21; 32.8%). 
Chert and quartzite are the only other identifiable 
materials present, and they appear in very low fre
quencies (n = 2 [3.1%]; n = 1 [1.6%], respectively). 
The two remaining specimens (3.1%) within this 
sample were unidentifiable as to material. This 
heavy reliance on basak and obsidian at the expense 
of microcrystalline materials is consistent with pat
terns of raw material use for stemmed projectile 
points noted by many other researchers throughout 
the Great Basm (e.g., Pendleton 1979; Beck and 
Jones 1990a, 1990b, 1997; Amick 1995). 

Most of the points (60; 94%) m this surface-
collected assemblage exhibk patmas. In many m-
stances, the patina is so heavily developed that k ob
scures technological characteristics, especially pos
sible basal gruidmg. Heat treatment, on the other 
hand, is virtually absent in the assemblage. Just one 
projectile point—one of the two chert specimens— 
shows features consistent with heat treating (e.g., 
color and textural changes). The lack of evidence for 
heat treatuig in the assemblage is undoubtedly at 
least partially a frinction of the fact that the bulk of 
the assemblage is manufactured of glassy volcanics 
that knap readily without thermal alteration. 
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Fig. 12. Illustrations of selected projectile points recovered along the Gilbert Shoreline in the 
central Great Salt Lake Desert: (a) Lake Mohave (42T0925, Cat. No. 9-16-13); (b) Sil
ver Lake (42T0918, Cat. No. 9-9-10); (c) Great Basin Stemmed (42T0847, Cat. No. 
8-6-13); (d) unclassified lanceolate (42TO909, Cat. No. 9-3-4). Dots along lateral and 
proximal margins indicate extent of edge grinding. 

The most noteworthy elements of the UTTR 
projectile point assemblage are the represented re
duction trajectories, which differ in some important 
respects from those outlined in other studies of simi
lar Great Basin Stranmed pomt collections (e.g.. 
Beck and Jones 1990a, 1990c; Pendleton 1979; but 
see Wilke 1991). In perhaps the most complete and 
often-cked analysis of both concave-base and 
stemmed Paleoarchaic point forms, Pendleton 
(1979) argued that stemmed points found near Lake 
Tonopah wo-e produced via a five-stage process. In 
highly sunplified terms, the process begins wkh the 
roughing out of a biface through hard hammer 

percussion, and moves progressively through ever 
better executed soft hammo* percussion and pressure 
flaking, both m a collateral pattern, until the final— 
and highly variable—stemmed projectile pomt form 
resuks. 

Importantly, die artifects examined in this study 
represent only the fmal stage of biface reduction, 
and k is thus unpossible to draw the sorts of de
tailed conclusions about manufacturing techniques 
that Pendleton (1979) did with her thorough sttidy 
of aU phases of the process. Nonetheless, k is quite 
clear, even with a cursory glance at the UTTR as
semblage, that production techniques were quite 
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Fig. 13. Representation of raw material types in the 
UTTR sample (n = 64). (Indet = material in
determinate.) 

difierent here, at least in some cases. While some 
of the stemmed points in the collection could cer
tainly have been manufactured in the way that Pen
dleton (1979) described, others were undeniably 
produced from flake blanks, and extremely expedi
ently at that. 

Of the specunens whose original blank forms 
could be inferred, about half were classified as bi
facial blanks and hak'as flakes. The difference be
tween the two is quite dramatic, with the former 
conforming to multitudes of published illustrations 
of GBS pomts (e.g., Bryan 1980; Hutchinson 
1988; Haynes 1996; Fig. 12a-c), and the latter 
conforming rather better to stereotypes of speci
mens manufactured today for sale to tourists (Fig. 
14a-b). Consistent with recent origms as flakes, 39 
(61%) of the UTTR points exhibk an asymmetrical 
(concavo-convex) longitudmal cross section, often 
very pronounced (e.g.. Fig. 15a-b). Only 25 (39%) 
of the artifacts display more or less symmetrical, 
biconvex longitudmal profiles. Transverse cross 

sections are similarly distributed, with 26 (41%) 
best characterized as lenticular (symmetrically lens 
shaped), and the remaining 38 (59%) falling into 
such classes as "D-shaped," "beveled," and "other." 

Flaking patterns on the 64 analyzed artifacts are 
overwhehningly uregular and/or random (47; 73%). 
Moreover, to assign some specimens to the "ran
dom" flaking pattem class is to obscure the fact that 
they were so expediently produced that they exhibit 
almost no flaking pattem at all (e.g.. Fig. 14a-b). 
Particularly when manufactured of locally available 
glassy basalts, some of the UTTR projectile points, 
while stUl technically within the morphological 
range of variability for GBS, again appear to share 
far more in common technologically with modem 
roadside souvenirs than they do with many of the 
more "classic" pomt types (e.g., Cougar Mountain, 
Haskett, Parman) subsumed under the GBS label. 

The nonrandom flaking pattems, including col
lateral and horizontal, characterize only 17 (27%) 
of the projectile points, a statistic that again high
lights the difference between this assemblage and 
that studied by Pendleton (1979) from Lake Tono
pah. In evaluating the flaking styles of the Lake 
Tonopah stemmed pomts, Pendleton (1979:117) 
observed that "the single unifying characteristic of 
the Stemmed series, other than the stem, is a fme 
collateral flaking style." The UTTR specimens are 
unified by their stons, but the collateral flaking pat
tem appears on only a minority of the points (n = 7; 
11%). 

To summarize the salient features of the assem
blage as a whole, the UTTR projectile pomts are 
made abnost exclusively from obsidian and basalt, 
and virtually all fit morphologically within the 
Great Basin Stemmed series. Technologically, how
ever, although some of the pomts may have been 
produced along the reduction trajectory described 
by Pendleton (1979), many others were expediently 
knapped from flake blanks. Original interior flake 
surfaces of the blanks are evident on numerous 
specimens, and many are profoundly curved in 
longitudinal cross section, both clear markers of the 
flake production technique. The relative degree of 
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Fig. 14. Examples of expediently manu&ctured Great Basin Stemmed projectile points recovered 

fi'cxn the UTTR The specimoi shown in Figure 14a was recovered fi-om site 42T0918 (Cat. 
No. 9-9-1); die specimoi in Figure 14b was recovered fi-om site 42T0847 (Cat. No. 8-6-22). 

Fig. 15. Asymmetrical Great Basin Stemmed projectile 
point longimdinal cross sections. The speci
men shown in Figure 15a was recovered fi-om 
site42T0847 (Cat. No. 8-6-5), and die speci
men in Figure 15b was recovered fi-om site 
42T0924(Cat. No.9-15-5). 

reduction expediency associated with some of the 
artifacts is reflected by thek flakkig pattems, 
which are usually random, and are nearly nonexis
tent ki the most extreme cases. 

The Influence of Raw Material on Intra-
Assemblage Variability. In exploring the data set 
and attempting to determine what factors contribut
ed to observed variabUity within the UTTR projec
tile point assemblage, one factor quickly emerged 
as bemg of paramount importance; that is, choice of 
raw material. Other elements certainly contributed 
to intra-assemblage variabUity as well, mcludmg 
subtle variation m the topographic settings of sites 
and possibly age. Precise chronology is impossible 
to establish dkectly, but the location of some sites 
away from the Gilbert Shoreline suggests an antiq-
uky either slighfly older or younger than that of the 
Gilbert advance (ca. 11,000 to 10,500 RCYBP). 
However, the mfluence of these and other factors 
paled in comparison to the unpact that the selection 
of one of the two dominant material types—basak 
or obsidian—had on the resukmg projectile points. 

These two major rock types are the focus of the 
remainder of this discussion, as the only other iden
tifiable materials—chert and quartzite—were used 
to produce just three points (compared to 59 total 
basak and obsidian artifects). However, k is worth 
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mentionmg that one of the two chert pomts (the 
heat-treated one mentioned above) stands alone in 
the assemblage in one important respect, m that its 
tip and blade were reworked into a scraping unple-
ment. 

In this assemblage, reworkuig of projectile 
points, either for reuse as projectiles or for some 
other fiinction, is somewhat common but not preva
lent. Over half of the specunens (n = 38) show no 
reworking at all, and only two appear to have been 
reworked specifically to create some new tool. In 
addition to the chert scraper, one small Silver Lake 
point apparently was recycled into a graver. The 
apparent intention to reuse a projectile point for a 
nonprojectUe task supports suggestions made by 
others that some stemmed points seem not to have 
been mtended for use as weapons at all, or at least 
not exclusively as such (e.g.. Beck and Jones 
1997). As Beck and Jones (1997:202) pomted out, 
"differences in material requkements suggest, 
perhaps, differences in tool fiinction." A single 
artifact can hardly be mvoked to strenuously argue 
this scenario, but nevertheless, k is noteworthy that 
in an assemblage of 64 points, one that was made of 
a rare material was also reworked, possibly to ful
fill a fiinction for which the other tools (made of 
different materials) were unsuited. 

Although a single chert point does no more than 
hint at what might or might not be a meankigfril 
pattern, the differences between obsidian and basak 
ki the UTTR assemblage can be explored in a more 
significant way. Systematic comparisons revealed 
considerable differences in both the morphology 
and technology of projectile points made of obsid
ian and basak. Table 2 outlines comparative dimen
sional data for all complete projectile points, all 
complete obsidian points, and all complete basak 
points. The variables reported are a representative 
sanple of quantitative observations recorded durmg 
analysis, mcluding weight, maxknum dimension, 
maxunum width, maxunum thickness, and the ratio 
of stem length to overall length. Metric atti-ibutes 
for aU 64 projectile pomts ki the UTTR sample are 
provided m Table 3. 

The data in Table 2 suggest that when compared 
to the obsidian specimens, the basak projectile 
points are heavier, longer, and wider (but thiimer); 
and that the stems of basak points are proportion
ately shorter than those of obsidian points. Signifi
cance tests were run for each variable, with resuks 
indicatmg that at the 95% confidence level (p < 
0.05), there are kideed significant differences be
tween the basak and obsidian pouits in weight 
(Mann-Whitney U = 141.00; p = 0.01), maxunum 
dimension (Mann-Whitney U = 157.00; p = 0.01), 
and width (Mann-Whitiiey U = 160.50; p = 0.02). 
Differences were not significant at the p < 0.05 level 
for tfiickness (Mann-Whittiey U = 364.50; p = 0.08) 
or stem ratio (pooled variance t = 1.25; df = 50; p = 
0.22), although the somewhat low probability value 
for thickness suggests that the difference might be 
practically meaningfiil. Identical tests comparing 
various obsidian sources to one another and various 
basak sources to one another showed no significant 
differences. 

The significantly different morphologies of ob
sidian and basak points are in some ways mirrored 
in technological differences between the two mate
rials. For example, if flakkig pattems are viewed 
as a simple dichotomy and are examined relative to 
material type, then k becomes apparent that 29% (n 
= 11) of obsidian points—compared to just 10% (n 
= 2) of basak points—express a regular (noru-an-
dom) pattem of some kuid. Viewed another way, 
of 17 total points in the assemblage wkh any regu
lar flaking pattern, 11 are obsidian and just two are 
basak (mterestmgly, the two chert points and one 
quartzite point are all characterized by regular pat
terning ki thek manufacture). The difference be
tween the basak and obsidian points is not signifi
cant at the 95% confidence level (Pearson chi-
square = 2.97, df = 1, p = 0.08), but the relatively 
low probability value nonetheless suggests that a 
larger sample could reveal a significant difference 
between the two populations. 

A second technologically relevant variable re
corded during analysis of the UTTR pomts is the 
index of flakmg intensity. Values were obtained by 
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Table 2 
SUMMARY OF METRIC CHARACTERISTICS 
OF ALL COMPLETE UTTR POINTS (n = S6) 

Variable" 

Weight 

All Artifacts 
Obsidian 
Basah 

Max. Dimension 

All Artifacts 
Obsidian 
Basalt 

Max. Width 

All Artifacts 
Obsidian 
Basalt 

Max. Thickness 

All Artifacts 
Obsidian 
Basalt 

Stem Ratio'' 

All Artifacts 
Obsidian 
Basalt 

Min. 

2.3 
2.3 
4.3 

22.7 
22.7 
33.2 

143 
14.3 
19.6 

4 6 
5.0 
5.3 

0.3 
0.3 
0.3 

Max. 

20.6 
20.6 
12.0 

69.3 
69.3 
64.9 

35.7 
35.7 
29.1 

9.4 
9.4 
9.2 

1.0 
1.0 
0.6 

Median 

5.4 
4.6 
6.8 

39.3 
35.2 
43.5 

22.0 
19.7 
23.8 

7.0 
7.4 
6.1 

0.5 
0.5 
0.4 

Median 

6.4 
5.9 
7.5 

40.7 
38.9 
45.4 

22.1 
21.2 
23.9 

7.0 
7.2 
6.6 

0.5 
0.5 
0.4 

SD 

3.6 
3.9 
2.3 

11.8 
12.0 
9.4 

4.7 
5.1 
2.2 

1.1 
1.1 
1.1 

0.1 
0.1 
0.1 

' Weight is in g.; all linear measurements are in mm. 
** Ratio of stem length to overall length. 

counting the number of flake scars removed along 
both faces of a single blade edge. The counts from 
the two faces were averaged together, and the resuk 
was divided by the length of the edge (see Warren 
and Phagan [1988:124] for an example of use of a 
simUar variable). A smaller number indicates that 
fewer flakes were removed per unit of edge, thus 
flaking mtensity is lower than that represented by a 
higher index value (see Fig. 16). The mean resuk 
for the whole assemblage (n = 64) is 0.23. For ob
sidian projectile points (n = 38), the mean is 0.24; 
for basak (n = 21), the mean is 0.18. Thus, the 
index for obsidian is significantly higher than that 
for basak (pooled variance t = 3.64, df = 57, p = 
0.00), kidicatuig that the obsidian pomts show a 
significantly greater number of flake removals per 
unk of edge. Theoretically, this could represent a 
somewhat greater tune mvestment in at least the 

final stage of production of obsidian pomts, relative 
to thek basak counterparts. 

In terms of flaking intensity, and possibly flak
ing pattems, obsidian and basak points show some 
clear technological differences. It is important to 
pokit out, however, that there is a fiindamental 
technological element that does not appear to vary 
in a way that corresponds to material type; that is, 
the use of bifaces versus flakes as projectile pomt 
blanks. As noted above, the UTTR assemblage as 
a whole appears to differ from many other reported 
Great Baski stemmed assemblages in that flake 
blanks were used roughly half of the tune for man-
ufacturmg stemmed points. This difference is not 
accounted for by material type, as the same percen-
toge (55%) of obsidian and basak points were made 
on flakes. Longitudmal cross sections show a simi
lar resuk, with the same percentage (62%) of ob-
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Table 3 
METRIC ATTRIBUTES OF THE UTTR PROJECTILE POINT SAMPLE 

Cat No. 

3-3-2 

3-3-4 

3-5-7 

3-5-15 

4-7-1 

4-7-2 

4-8-2 

7-1-3 

7-1-5 

7-1-7 

8-3-1 

8-4-6 

8-6-2 

8-6-4 

8-6-5 

8-6-8 

8-6-10 

8-6-11 

8-6-12 

8-6-13 

8-6-19 

8-6-21 

8-6-22 

8-6-23 

8-6a-8 

8-6a-Il 

8-6a-l2 

8-11-3 

8-15-2 

8-16-1 

9-3-2 

9-3-3 

9-3-4 

9-3-7 

9-3-13 

9-6-2 

Site No. 

42T0745 

42T0745 

42T0747 

42T0747 

42T0773 

42T0773 

42T0774 

42TO804 

42TO804 

42TO804 

42T0844 

42T0845 

42T0847 

42T0847 

42T0847 

42T0847 

42T0847 

42T0847 

42T0847 

42T0847 

42T0847 

42T0847 

42T0847 

42T0847 

42T0848 

42T0848 

42T0848 

42T0849 

42TO850 

42T0852 

42TO909 

42TO909 

42TO909 

42TO909 

42TO909 

42T0913 

Material 
Type 

basalt 

obsidian 

obsidian 

basalt 

obsidian 

indeterm. 

indeterm. 

basalt 

obsidian 

obsidian 

obsidian 

obsidian 

obsidian 

obsidian 

obsidian 

obsidian 

obsidian 

obsidian 

obsidian 

obsidian 

basalt 

basalt 

basalt 

obsidian 

obsidian 

basalt 

obsidian 

basalt 

quartzite 

basalt 

obsidian 

obsidian 

basalt 

obsidian 

basalt 

obsidian 

Max. Edge 
Length' (mm.) 

17.2 

27.4 

29.4 

28.8 

36.7 

25.8 

24.2 

31.8 

45.2 

28.4 

26.8 

30.2 

30.7 

58.8 

32.5 

36.6 

28.7 

35.6 

36.4 

47.5 

38.4 

34.1 

47.7 

61.8 

35.0 

55.8 

31.9 

27.2 

32.7 

38.5 

39.6 

30.1 

28.8 

28.7 

36.4 

34.9 

Max. Width 
(mm.) 

19.4 

20.9 

16.2 

31.2 

27.1 

16.3 

18.6 

21.7 

27.0 

20.0 

19.1 

19.3 

17.7 

29.2 

19.7 

18.1 

22.2 

23.2 

16.6 

17.2 

21.6 

25.1 

24.4 

35.7 

24.7 

25.0 

24.3 

15.3 

22.1 

22.9 

25.8 

20.0 

28.4 

17.7 

25.6 

18.8 

Max. Thick
ness (mm.) 

6.2 

7.4 

5.0 

8.0 

7.5 

4.6 

7.6 

7.1 

9.0 

7.7 

8.1 

8.0 

7.0 

8.8 

5.5 

7.3 

7.7 

5.8 

7.0 

6.0 

6.1 

6.1 

9.2 

9.4 

8.7 

5.3 

7.9 

5.7 

5.7 

7.4 

7.7 

5.6 

10.1 

6.9 

5.9 

6.4 

Max. Stem 
Length (mm.) 

13.0 

12.3 

8.8 

25.0 

12.9 

10.8 

11.6 

17.9 

16.0 

15.0 

14.9 

16.8 

13.4 

20.7 

16.0 

15.9 

19.8 

15.9 

16.9 

15.0 

20.3 

19.4 

14.7 

19.7 

22.0 

22.8 

16.0 

17.9 

35.9 

15.9 

20.7 

14.1 

_ b 

11.4 

10.7 

19.0 

Max. Stem 
Width (mm.) 

15.2 

12.3 

9.4 

20.5 

17.3 

11.8 

15.6 

11.2 

18.7 

16.0 

13.6 

13.5 

10.2 

15.7 

14.4 

n.i 

13.9 

11.5 

15.3 

8.4 

16.1 

17.9 

13.1 

20.5 

18.2 

17.0 

13.9 

13.0 

8.5 

18.6 

12.1 

16.6 

26.7 

11.6 

15.4 

7.3 

Weight 
(g.) 

2.6 

4.2 

2.9 

10.5 

6.6 

2.3 

3.4 

5.5 

9.7 

4.9 

3.8 

4.6 

3.9 

14.8 

3.9 

5.0 

4.5 

4.6 

5.3 

4.8 

5.7 

5.9 

10.1 

20.6 

7.5 

9.9 

5.8 

3.7 

4.4 

8.2 

7.5 

3.4 

10.6 

3.0 

5.9 

3.9 
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Table 3 (continued) 
METRIC ATTRIBUTES OF THE UTTR PROJECTILE POINT SAMPLE 

:« t No. 

9-9-1 

9-9-2 

9-9-3 

9-9-4 

9-9-6 

9-9-10 

9-10-1 

9-10-3 

9-10-4 

9-12-1 

9-12-2 

9-12-5 

9-13-1 

9-14-1 

9-15-5 

9-15-6 

9-15-8 

9-15-9 

9-15-11 

9-16-5 

9-16-7 

9-16-8 

9-16-10 

9-16-11 

9-16-13 

9-17-1 

9-17-2 

9-17-4 

Site No. 

42T0918 

42T09I8 

42T0918 

42T0918 

42T0918 

42T0918 

42T09I9 

42T0919 

42T0919 

42T0921 

42T0921 

42T0921 

42T0922 

42T0923 

42T0924 

42T0924 

42T0924 

42T0924 

42T0924 

42T0925 

42T0925 

42T0925 

42T0925 

42T0925 

42T0925 

42T0926 

42T0926 

42T0926 

Material 
Type 

basalt 

obsidian 

obsidian 

basalt 

obsidian 

obsidian 

basalt 

basalt 

obsidian 

basalt 

chert 

obsidian 

basalt 

obsidian 

obsidian 

obsidian 

obsidian 

obsidian 

basalt 

basalt 

obsidian 

obsidian 

obsidian 

chert 

obsidian 

basalt 

obsidian 

obsidian 

Max. Edge 
Length* (mm.) 

42.0 

25.3 

23.0 

39.9 

29.7 

21.5 

26.0 

48.6 

32.4 

44.6 

48.5 

42.5 

32.6 

26.6 

33.5 

29.7 

20.7 

40.1 

45.1 

64.6 

48.0 

54.1 

58.5 

48.3 

45.9 

31.3 

60.6 

42.3 

Max. Width 
(mm.) 

23.8 

18.7 

15.6 

23.8 

19.4 

16.4 

16.0 

26.0 

23.5 

22.5 

30.2 

24.4 

19.6 

16.4 

21.8 

14.3 

16.5 

16.5 

23.5 

36.2 

36.2 

27.9 

31.2 

27.1 

22.3 

36.8 

29.1 

15.7 

Max. Thick
ness (mm.) 

5.6 

6.6 

6.0 

5.8 

7.4 

6.2 

5.9 

8.5 

6.1 

7.5 

6.4 

8.4 

5.8 

6.2 

8.0 

5.7 

6.4 

7.3 

6.7 

5.9 

5.9 

8.3 

8.4 

6.9 

7.6 

5.9 

6.3 

6.8 

Max. Stem 
Length (mm.) 

16.3 

17.1 

14.1 

18.4 

13.6 

13.0 

12.2 

18.9 

12.9 

18.8 

12.9 

13.6 

15.5 

16.7 

16.1 

10.4 

20.8 

19.7 

17.8 

19.2 

19.2 

15.8 

24.7 

21.0 

29.7 

34.9 

34.5 

22.1 

Max. Stem 
Width (mm.) 

13.3 

9.6 

13.0 

11.0 

14.0 

11.7 

9.3 

15.6 

18.2 

18.1 

14.5 

15.9 

11.9 

8.9 

14.8 

12.0 

12.6 

9.4 

15.4 

19.6 

19.6 

15.5 

21.3 

17.5 

14.2 

25.2 

14.9 

6.7 

Weight 
(g.) 

6.8 

2.4 

2.5 

6.1 

4.7 

2.3 

2.4 

10.1 

5.1 

9.0 

ll.O 

8.0 

4.3 

2.8 

6.1 

3.0 

2.4 

4.3 

7.6 

17.6 

17.6 

10.6 

13.9 

10.9 

7.8 

9.6 

12.0 

3.9 

' Maximum linear distance from point tip to basal ( 
''Lanceolate-shaped specimen. 

sidian and basak pomts exhibkmg asynunetiy in 
profile. The lack of a material type constrakit on 
this particular element of projectile pomt produc
tion technology is a compellkig resuk (see below). 

DISCUSSION 

Two main themes have been raised as a resuk of 
the technological analyses of 64 Paleoarchaic pro-
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Fig. 16. Flaking Intensity Index Calculation examples: (a) Haskett projectile point. Lake Chan
nel Locality, Idaho (Butlo- 1964:Fig. la; Sargeant 1973:Fig. 21a). Length of designat
ed side = 122 mm. Average number of flake scars along designated side = 32. 32 
scars/122 mm. yields a flaking intensity index of 0.26; (b) Silver Lake projectile point, 
Pleistocene Lake Mohave (Amsden 1937:82; Beck and Jones 1997:186). Lengdi of 
designated side = 47 mm. Average number offtake scars along designated side = 8.8 
scars/47 mm. yields a flaking intensity index of 0.17. 

jectile pomts collected from the Wildcat Mountain 
area. First, the assemblage as a whole differs from 
many others reported from other parts of the Great 
Basm m that about half of the artifacts were expe
diently manufectured from flakes, rather than from 

bifaces. Second, variability within the assemblage 
relates largely to the choice of basak or obsidian as 
raw material. The choice of a particular type of ob
sidian, on the other hand, does not introduce mea
surable variability to the sample. Furthermore, de-
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spite a number of knportant differences, the selec
tion of obsidian versus basak cannot be invoked to 
explain why some projectile points were manufac
tured from flakes and some from bifacial blanks. It 
is useful at this point to explore briefly any light 
these results might shed on use of the eastem Great 
Basin landscape by Paleoarchaic people. 

As shown in Table 1, geochemical sourckig of 
a sample of 44 Westem Stemmed Tradition arti
facts recovered from the Gilbert Shoreline zone 
suggests that much of the toolstone used by Termi
nal Pleistocene/Early Holocene occupants of the 
central Great Sak Lake Desert was obtained from 
several primary sources: (1) Topaz Mountain, ca. 
100 km. to the southeast; (2) Brown's Bench, ca. 
200 km to the northwest; and (3) one or more un
known local basak quarries (possibly wkhin ca. 
100 km.). When compared to the presumably lo
cally avaUable basak, as well as obsidian from the 
Topaz Mountain area, the Brown's Bench source 
can be considered exotic. 

These material types, along wkh the nature and 
condition of the projectile pouits ki the UTTR as
semblage, are sunilar to those reported by Beck and 
Jones (1990a; 1990c) from Butte Valley, Nevada, 
located about 150 km. west of Dugway Proving 
Ground. Of 79 stemmed pomts documented there 
by Beck and Jones (1990c:289), 32% were obsid
ian, 57% basak (also largely locally available), and 
6% chert. The condkion of the projectile pomts ui 
thek sample led Beck and Jones (1990c:294) to 
conclude that "two basak sources, both lykig withm 
about 50 km of the project area, appear to have 
been utilized for the replacement of exhausted ob
sidian projectile points. The sources of the obsid
ians are located at least 100 km from southem 
Butte Valley, and one—Brown's Bench—is over 
200 km away." 

The general conclusion drawn by Beck and 
Jones (1990c) regarding the refurbishment of ex
hausted stemmed points m Butte Valley may be ap
propriate for explaining the resuks of the UTTR 
analysis as weU (see Bamforth [1985] for a sknilar 
case m a Plauis settuig). The UTTR obsidian pro

jectile pomts are significantly smaller in all dknen-
sions except thickness than the basak specunens, 
suggesting that they may have been discarded in 
favor of newly manufactured—and thus larger— 
basak artifacts. That the obsidian pomts exhibk a 
greater degree of nonrandom patterning in their 
flakmg schemes, as weU as more flake removals per 
edge unit when compared to the basalt specimens, 
could likewise be mterpreted as kidicatuig that the 
obsidian points had reached the end of their use-life, 
and were being replaced by basak artifacts. 

An addkional observation strengthens this in
terpretation fiirther; that is, a comparison of the re
working of obsidian versus basak points in the 
UTTR assemblage suggests that the former were 
much more likely to have been either resharpened 
or basally modified than the latter. As mdicated 
above, only about half of the points in the assem
blage were reworked at aU. However, when broken 
down by material type, 55% of the obsidian speci
mens, compared with 29% of the basak ones, ex
hibk reworking of some kind. The resuk is signifi
cant at the 95% confidence level (Pearson chi-
square = 3.88; df = 1; p = 0.05), which is consis
tent with the interpretation that exhausted obsidian 
pouits were being discarded and replaced with ba
sak points wkh a greater expected use-life. 

The preponderance of available evidence indi
cates that many of the obsidian Great Baski 
Stemmed points represented in the central Great 
Salt Lake Desert were mtentionally removed from 
the haft, discarded, and replaced by new projectiles 
manufactured of locally available basalts. This 
scenario is further supported by the fact that debi
tage at most of the UTTR study skes is dommated 
by biface thmning flakes consisting of glassy ba
salt, as opposed to those of obsidian (Arkush 1997). 

Although we have presented a general overview 
regarduig projectile pomt manufacture, refurbish
ment, and replacement among Paleoarchaic groups 
in the Wildcat Mountain area, we are left with a 
major unresolved issue, which concerns direct ver
sus mdirect procurement of obsidians found within 
the study area. At this pomt, k is impossible to de-
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termine whether the Brown's Bench and/or Topaz 
Mountam obsidians were dkectly procured by occu
pants of the UTTR stemmed pomt sites, and thus 
making inferences about Paleoarchaic settlement 
pattems is extremely difficuk. Various researchers 
(e.g., Kelly and Todd 1988; Ellis 1989; Meltzer 
1989) have grappled with this and similar questions 
as they pertam to Paleokidian mobility and settle
ment systems. Most investigators have concluded 
that k is extremely difficuk to discriminate between 
dkect and indkect procurement of semiexotic tool-
stones because we lack adequate information re
garduig Terminal Pleistocene/Early Holocene settle
ment pattems, especially those ui the Great Basin. 

For example. Beck and Jones (1990c) consid
ered this issue carefiiUy m thek interpretation of the 
Butte Valley data, ultknatefy concluding (on the ba
sis of a much more diverse assortment of artifacts 
than is represented by this study) that the people 
utilizing the area during Terminal Pleistocene/Early 
Holocene times probably travelled well over 100 
km. during the course of a given annual round, ob
taining raw toolstone material from various sources 
ki the process. In terms of this study, the high over
all percentage of obsidian in the assemblage—at 
59%, it is much higher than the percentage of ob
sidian points present in the recovered Butte Valley 
assemblage, which is 32%—hints that direct pro-
curemoit of the mat^al was likely. If the total ob
sidian point percentage was small and restricted to 
somewhat distant and/or divergent sources (such as 
Malad, Idaho, and Black Rock, Utah), then such a 
pattem would be suggestive of an kidkect mode of 
obsidian acquisition. Furthermore, as Beck and 
Jones (1990c:294) pomted out, if a well-established 
trade network allowkig indirect acquiskion of ob
sidian was operatkig, then there would have been 
little or no compellkig reason to use local basalts, 
unless superior durability played a decidkig role ki 
the use of basalt. 

Although k cannot be kidisputably substanti
ated, k seems likely that the recovery of used and 
reworked obsidian projectile points, together with 
newly made ones of basak, indicates that Paleoar

chaic peoples who at tunes occupied the Gilbert 
marshes occasionally visited the Topaz Mountam 
and Brown's Bench quarries located 100 km. to the 
southeast and 200 km. to the northwest, respective
ly (Fig. 11). Because projectile points made of both 
Topaz Mountam and Brown's Bench obsidian were 
occasionally recovered from the same sites (e.g., at 
42T0847 and 42T0924), k is possible that some 
groups frequented both source areas, or perhaps 
more than one group met in the Wildcat Mountain 
area during the course of thek seasonal movements, 
each deposking exhausted projectile pouits made 
from materials previously procured from the Topaz 
Mountam and Brown's Bench areas. These obser
vations lead us mto the reabn of speculation, and k 
is unwise to continue this discussion when avail
able data are uisufficient for resolvkig the problem. 
Nevertheless, all of these scenarios are plausible, 
and therefore worth considerkig. 

Just as the issue of how the various obsidian 
types represented in the UTTR sample were pro
cured must ukunately remain open to various inter
pretations, so too is k difficuk to adequately ad
dress one of the most kitriguuig questions raised by 
this study: why are so many of the finished UTTR 
projectile points mdicative of an expedient reduc
tion trajectory seldom identified at Great Baski Pa
leoarchaic sites? The answer does not lie in differ
ential uses of exotic obsidian versus local basalt. 
Had the latter been characterized by a significantly 
greater percentage offtake blanks, then this argu
ment would have been an obvious one to propose. 
But both basak and obsidian are equally likely to 
have been manufactured usuig the ftake blank re
duction technique. 

Hence, there must be other reasons why the 
people who occupied the greater Wildcat Mountain 
area durmg Termkial Pleistocene/Early Holocene 
times employed a projectile pomt production tech
nology that is simply not typical for any portion of 
the Paleomdian/Paleoarchaic time period anywhere 
on the continent (e.g., see Kelly 1988; Kelly and 
Todd 1988; Wilke et al. 1991; Beck and Jones 
1997). It is well beyond the scope of this article to 
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attempt to unravel this problem, but if the volume 
of literature devoted to relatkig bifacial reduction 
technologies to high Paleoindian mobility and par
ticular land use strategies is any indicator of the kn-
portance of the issue, then what is potentially a con-
vCTse proposition clearly deserves further consider
ation. One alternative hypothesis ki particular that 
requkes explick testkig is that the different reduc
tion strategies represent chronologically different 
occupations. For example, future work could dem
onstrate that the more formally ftaked Great Basin 
Stemmed pomts are systematically older than the 
more expediently ftaked specimens. 

The Paleoarchaic sites m the Wildcat Mountain 
area do allow us to make a few kiformed proposi
tions regarding Terminal Pleistocene/Early Holo
cene human adaptive strategies in the Great Sak 
Lake Desert. It has been posited that Paleoarchaic 
subsistence systems m the eastem Great Basin em
phasized the mixed huntkig and gathering of lacus
trine resources m lakeside-marsh settings (e.g., 
Madsen 1982; Sknms 1988; Schroedl 1991). The 
fact that most Great Basm Stemmed pomt sites 
within the study area are situated along the maki 
Gilbert Shoreline certamly supports this scenario, 
indicatmg that many of the Paleoarchaic groups 
who fiequmted this portion of the Great Sak Lake 
Desert exploited a number of plant and animal 
foods that occurred in this particular marshland 
ecosystem. Although various extmct animals stiU 
existed withm the general study area after mitial 
human colonization (e.g.. Beck and Jones 1997), k 
is quite possible that the subsistence systems of the 
early inhabitants of the Gilbert Shorelme placed 
more emphasis on modem species, such as deer, 
pronghom, lagomorphs, fishes, migratory water
fowl, and aquatic plants, as opposed to extkict spe
cies such as horse, camel, and mammoth. The lack 
of subsurface archaeological deposits and associ
ated faunal remakis at these sites makes k difticuk 
to substantiate this proposition, and future kivesti-
gations of buried, stratified, and well-preserved 
Temunal Pleistocene/Early Holocene assemblages 
are needed to clarify the nature of ancient subsis

tence regimes associated with the Gilbert stand of 
Lake Bonneville. 

The GUbert Shoteluie sites described above also 
provide addkional data regarding Paleoarchaic set
tlement pattems, especially m regard to the relative 
degree of sedentism practiced by groups ki lacus-
trme settings. During Gilbert times, the Wildcat 
Mountam area seems to have supported a relatively 
dense human population, and the shoreline zone was 
characterized by high occupational mtensity. The 
ancient archaeological record associated with this 
area certamly seems to isupport Madsen's (1982) 
poskion that many Paleoarchaic populations in 
lacustrine settings were semisedentary. Although 
some of the Wildcat Mountam Great Basm 
Stemmed pomt skes are probably products of short-
term usage, others (such as 42TO909) may be as
sociated with seasonally sedentary occupations. 
Such a scenario could help to explaki the observed 
dichotomy in lithic reduction technologies for the 
area (e.g., Binford 1973, 1977, 1979; but see 
Bamforth 1986, 1991). 

While many of the Great Baski Stemmed pomt 
sites situated along the Gilbert Shoreline probably 
are the product of a foragkig system focused on the 
exploitation of marsh resources, those stenuned 
point sites located away from the shoreline zone 
(such as those ki the westem portion of the South 
Knolls Dune Field; see Fig. 2) may be associated 
with a vay different subsistence regime postdatkig 
ca. 9,500 RCYBP. The same may be tme for those 
skes containing only Pinto points or those with 
Great Basin Stemmed and Pmto pomts, even 
though some of these sites occur within the general 
Gilbert Shorelme zone. David Madsen (personal 
communication 1998) mdicated that a marsh was 
no longer present in the Old River delta after about 
9,500 RCYBP. Therefore, many of the Pmto sites 
m the study area may reftect a foragkig system fo
cused on more xeric-affiliated subsistence re
sources that are commonly found m dune settmgs 
and adjacent playa surfaces, such as lagomorphs, 
Indian rice grass, and pickleweed. Clearly, this is 
a comply situation, and the lack of buried cultural 
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deposits, preserved faunal and botanical remakis, 
and correspondmg absolute dates preclude us from 
arrivkig at any solid conclusions regarduig subsis
tence practices associated with these sites. 

Interestingly, the heaviest use of Camels Back 
Cave (located on Dugway Proving Ground four 
km. southwest of the Old River terminus) occurred 
between 7,500 and 6,000 RCYBP, and basak was 
one of the primary toolstone types used there at that 
time (D. Madsen, personal communication 1998). 
Stratum II is the stratigraphic unk associated with 
this period. During initial testing of the cave, this 
level yielded a relatively large (n = 274) assemblage 
of animal bones, with most diagnostic elements 
bemg those of lagomorphs (Schmitt et al. 1994:45). 
So k appears that the more kitense occupation of 
Camels Back Cave occurred during Early Holocene 
tunes, reUed heavily upon basalt toolstone, and fea
tured a foraging system focused on arid/semiarid 
resoiu°ces. It seems quite likely that some of the 
sites in the study area may also relate to a similar 
tune frame and subsistence orientation. 

HistoricaUy, marsh ecosystems contained some 
of the highest known resource denskies in the entke 
Great Basm. If this was the case m Termkial Pleis
tocene/Early Holocene times, k stands to reason 
that the settlement systems and subsistence prac
tices of many early human groups would have fo
cused on such a rich and predictable envkonment. 
As previously noted by Sunms (1988:44), the small 
sample of Terminal Pleistocene/Early Holocene 
sites ki the Great Basm has precluded the develop
ment of kiformed models conceming Paleoarchaic 
lifeways. Althougk this statement is still tme today, 
recent archaeological mventories within the UTTR 
certainly have improved our understandkig of the 
distribution of Paleoarchaic-aged sites ki the Great 
Sak Lake Desert, and have mcreased our knowl
edge of early human settlement systems thereki. 

CONCLUSION 

The Gilbert Shorelme Paleoarchaic sites and the 
artifacts they contaki have provided important ad
dkional kiformation regardkig early human occu

pation of the Bonneville Basin. At this pomt ki 
tune, the WUdcat Mountam area contains one of the 
highest known denskies of Westem Stemmed 
Tradkion sites in the eastem Great Basm, and fu
ture surveys there should resuk in the discovery of 
additional Termkial Pleistocene/Early Holocene 
sites. In many ways, our work supports the fmd-
ings of other researchers, especially those of Beck 
and Jones (e.g., 1988, 1990a, 1990c, 1993). 

Besides providmg additional documentation that 
Brown's Bench toolstone has been quarried skice 
Terminal Pleistocene tunes, our study also indicates 
that the Topaz Mountam, Malad, and Black Rock 
obsidian sources have a similar history of aborigi
nal usage. Many of the Gilbert Shorelme sites con
tam stemmed projectile pomts that were expediently 
manufactured from ftakes; perhaps this reduction 
strategy is associated with a more semisedentary 
settlement mode and close proxunity to toolstone 
quarries, as opposed to the highly mobile lifeway 
assumed for most westem Paleoindian populations. 
HopefliUy, future work wiU focus on the factors that 
influence Paleoarchaic chipped stone tool pro
duction strategies and expand upon the data base 
provided by the Wildcat Mountain sites. 

In keepkig with Sknms' (1988) notion that the 
lifeways of many prehistoric Great Basin peoples 
were characterized by adaptive variability, perhaps 
k is best to view the Gilbert Shorelme sites as one 
example of the diverse envkonmental settmgs that 
were occupied and utUized by Great Basin Paleoar
chaic peoples. This portion of the Gilbert Shore
line (which was within the greater Old River delta 
area) apparently supported a marshland and shal
low paleolake ecosystem with emergent aquatic 
plants such as cattail, bukush, seasonally abundant 
waterfowl, several types of fish, and a variety of 
mammals, and may have been the focus for fall 
and/or wmt^ residential occupation by Paleoarcha
ic groups of the central Great Sak Lake Desert re-
gioa At the very least, this study has improved our 
understanding of Paleoarchaic lifeways ki the Bon
neviUe Basin, and can serve as a reference point for 
future work conceming Terminal Pleistocene/Early 
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Holocene human adaptations in the eastem Great 
Basm. 
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